
Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King 1.1.0 is
Hot in the AppStore
Haypi Co., Ltd. has released a major update including
newly added contents, adjustments and smart
optimizations

SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI, CHINA, September 1, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Haypi Co., Ltd. has released a
major update of their latest hit - Haypi Kingdom: The
Return of the King. The new patch version is 1.1.0, and
it comes with newly added contents, adjustments and
smart optimizations. The creative developer Haypi very
often releases updates, but this big update does make
a difference, and really pleases the fans.
In Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King 1.1.0, the
loyal users feel happy with the big changes. Haypi now
takes great care of the old players. In their honor, the
buildings in the home city can be upgraded up to Lv.25.
Many sciences in the College can also be developed to
Lv.25, which gives significant advantage for the biggest
fans.  The choice of Sciences in the College has been
enriched with new Sciences, including Defense
facilities and Healing. Another leap forward is the great
new graphics of the World Map. They really look like
real, and take players to the magic Haypi world, with a

bit of Middle Age flavor.   
Haypi has also done a lot of feature adjustments.  The new version allows for a better organized way
of city defense.  Directly through the Defense option, players can choose not to attack when
plundered. These common tactics replace the separate plunder defense and attack defense settings.
In addition,  Marching Speed-up is modified to reflect a decrease in the percentage of marching time,
instead of reflecting a number of minutes. Generally, there is a better coordination of Marching speed.

In Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King 1.1.0, there is also a better coordination of functions. For
example, during war, no armies can leave the city, etc.  Now the estimations in battles are done
better, so that the attacker will loose less troops, while the defender will suffer bigger losses of
soldiers. To ensure better fairplay, the Sorcerers’ damage to Royal Knights and Hoplites are
weakened, so these type of soldiers can improve their significance in the game. After the enemy's city
has been captured, the enemy soldiers can be massacred. The loyalty of the city determines the army
counts. In order to prevent such massacres, the enemy  can use the newly added  Royal Spot
function. Players now can dispatch their soldiers to a special spot, where they can escape from
massacres.  Resurrection rate and attack difficulty in royal spot is decreased. The Resurrection
function of the plundered towns has also been optimized.  The developer Haypi has further improved
the fairness of the game. To begin with, for a fun gameplay, now it is also possible to protect some
resources. The Resource Lock Function is added. (Through this function, some of the defender’s
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resources will be locked when the attacker’s troops are
no less than 1/5 of his and also the marching time is
less than 30 minutes.)  Besides, defense minister can
contribute and boost the city defense.     
Haypi really loves their fans. Players are happy, and
Haypi is glad to share the joy from the new big update
of  Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King. The Haypi
Community is together again, united through this
amazing game.   It is actually the new brother game of
Haypi's signature game Haypi Kingdom. Anyone who
liked Haypi Kingdom, will just love Haypi Kingdom: The
Return of the King 1.1.0 !   This fascinating iOS MMO is
available for free download from the AppStore.
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